Species may evolve on a reticulate network due to hybridization or other gene flow rather than 15 on a strictly bifurcating tree, but comparative methods to deal with trait evolution on a network 16 are lacking. We create such a method, which uses a Brownian motion model. Our method seeks 17 to separately or jointly detect a bias in trait value coming from hybridization ( ) and a burst of 18 variation at the time of hybridization ( ! ) associated with the hybridization event, as well as 19
5 is only a model for traits evolving under genetic drift, but in fact a variety of biological 77 mechanisms can lead to this same model, such as selection towards an optimum that changes 78 due to multiple factors through time, drift-mutation balance, an evolutionary trend, as well as 79 pure genetic drift (Hansen & Martins 1996) . Under Brownian motion, the variance of a trait 80 is proportional to evolutionary time multiplied by the rate of evolution, ! . Therefore, given 81 a phylogenetic tree the covariance among species can be represented by the shared branched 82 length on the phylogenetic tree. Figure 1 shows a three-taxon phylogenetic network with 83 gene flow. 84 85 Figure 1: Three taxon network with extant species X, R and Y. Species C and species D are the 86 immediate parents of species B; in this example, it gets 75% of its genes from C, 25% from D. 87
This network can be thought of as a tree (the black edges) combined with gene flow from A via 88 D into B (the gray edges). D's descendant, E, is not in the final tree that is used (X,(R,Y)) either 89 through extinction or not being sampled. Thus, even though gene flow must occur between 90 coeval species, the effective path of gene flow from the X lineage to the R lineage occurs starting This represents a scenario where at time ! , there was a speciation event: one branch led to X, 96 and the other led to a species D that eventually went extinct (E) or was otherwise unsampled 97 in this analysis. However, at time ! + ! , species D exchanged genes with the species at C 98 to form a hybrid species, B, which survived to be sampled species R. Though gene flow only 99 occurs between taxa occurring at the same point in time (D and C), due to extinction it can 100 look like flow forward in time: the shared history of R with X is not from when D exchanged 101 genes (time ! + ! ) but earlier, time ! : changes on the A to D branch are not shared 102 between X and R. Thus, the dashed line shows the effective path leading to the covariance of 103 the observed tips, rather than the path from A to D to B and thus to R. The corresponding 104 variance-covariance matrix for the extant species X, R, Y for the tree model (black edges 105 only) is given by the matrix as following
. 107 108 Now consider the trait evolution includes the gene flow (dashed arrow). Let the trait value 109 of the root state O be µ. By assuming species evolve under Brownian motion (variables 110 are measured in log scale in comparative analysis), the trait values at species D and 111 species C are µ ! = µ + ε ! and µ ! = µ + ! , respectively, where ε ! and ε ! can be regarded 112 as error terms that follow a normal distribution with zero mean and variance 113 ! ( ! + ! ). Under our model, the hybrid species B, at the moment of hybridization, 114 assumes the value µ ! , defined as 115
which follows a normal distribution with mean + log and variance ! ( ! + ! ). The 116 parameter measures the proportion of the hybrid trait value inherited from parent D while 117 1 − measures the proportion the hybrid inherits from parent C ( is bounded between 118 zero and one). If the hybrid species is formed mostly from individuals of species D, with 119 only some gene flow from species C, then for a polygenic quantitative trait, might be 120 much closer to one. In particular, = 0.5 indicates inheriting the trait equally from both 121 parents. In the absence of information to the contrary, 0.5 represents a reasonable value to 122 use. The parameter β governs the possible bias in trait value as a result of hybridization. If 123 there is a bias that leads to greater fitness, this is often called heterosis or hybrid vigor; if 124 there is a bias that leads to lower fitness, this may be called outbreeding depression. Here we 125 care about trait values, not their fitness effects, but hybrid means may be thought of in the 126 same way, in that they may be something other than the average of their parents. For 127 8 example, if there exist widespread heterosis, with hybrids being on average 20% larger than 128 their parent species, β would be 1.2. The natural lower bound for β is zero and the upper 129 bound is arbitrary; a value of 1 indicates that the hybrid is just a weighted average of its 130 parents. Brownian motion assumes that an increase or decrease by a certain amount has the 131 same probability regardless of a trait value. This is often not the case for raw measurements: 132 an increase or decrease of mass by 1 kg over a million years is far likelier for an elephant 133 species than for a mouse species. However, they both might be equally likely to increase or 134 decrease their mass by 1%. It is thus typical to log transform raw values to meet this 135 assumption. Therefore, we add the log parameter, log , to represent log scale bias for the 136 hybrid at formation. Here we assume that µ ! , µ ! and µ ! were in log scale already (i.e. the 137
To model a process like transgressive 138 segregation, where a hybrid can deviate from the range of parental values but without a 139 particular bias, non-negative variance ! is added to lengthen the hybrid branch, equivalent 140 to adding a burst of variation due to the hybridization event. Therefore, we have V = 141
To allow hybrid species 142 to have different rates of evolution than non-hybrid species, one would just require 143
the rate of evolution in hybrids. We currently limit the model to the one where the hybrid 145 and non-hybrid species have the same rate ( ! ! = ! ). The corresponding variance-146 covariance matrix for the species , , for the network model under the assumption of the 147 BM process for trait evolution is given by the matrix 148 as following 149
Furthermore, measurement error can be substantial, and it has the effect, if ignored, of 150 leading to larger estimates of rates on tip branches. We deal with this (following a suggestion 151 
Given traits ! , ! , ⋯ , ! (in log scale) for species some of which are hybrids, the column 156 vector = ! , ! , ⋯ , ! ! can be treated as a multivariate normal random variable given an 157 assumption of Brownian motion. i.e. ~ ( , ) where = ! , ! , ⋯ , ! ! and 158 ! = or + log is the mean for usual species or the mean for hybrid species, 159 respectively, and V R is calculated as above given the tree (with branch lengths) T, structure 160 of gene flow ! ! ,! ! ,! , and parameters µμ, ! , ! , and . The negative log likelihood function 161 given these is 162
where | | is the determinant of and ( − ) ! is the transpose of ( − ). ! ! ,! ! ,! 163 contains information on gene flow. It must be provided by the user, and indicates donors, 164 recipients, and the time of hybridization events. 165 166
Numerical problems 167
It is known that the variance covariance matrix of the phylogeny can be ill-conditioned: the 168 matrix can be effectively singular, which makes dealing with its inverse, as required to 169 calculate the likelihood, numerically difficult. Anecdotally, this seems to occur more 170 frequently for phylogenetic networks than trees. One approach would be to just prohibit 171 analyses if this is the case. This is practically problematic: a biologist spending years 172 gathering data and a tree could find her or his analysis stymied just due to the structure of the 173 network. Instead, we opted for an approximate solution a user may choose to apply (though 174 the default is not to do this). We evaluate the condition by taking the variance covariance 175 matrix and calculating the determinant of it, of it multiplied by 1000, and of it multiplied by 176 0.0001. If all three determinants are positive, the matrix is more likely to be well-conditioned, 177 no matter the parameter estimates (which, in the case of ! , ! and SE, may change the 178 magnitude of entries). If it fails this test, we lengthen terminal branch lengths slightly and try 179 again, repeating until the maximum number of tries (by default, 100, causing the terminal 180 branch lengths, likely to be in units of millions of years, to be increased by just 0.001). If it is 181 still ill-conditioned, the analysis aborts; otherwise, it continues, but will only return an 182 approximate answer. This adjustment is done to the original tree, before fitting parameters; 183 regardless of whether that was done, the matrix may also be poorly conditioned for some 184 parameter combinations, resulting in numerical errors in calculation of likelihood. During a 185 run, the log of the condition number of the final variance covariance matrix is measured and 186 compared to a set precision; if this value exceeds the precision, numerical problems may 187 ensue. We approximate what the likelihood would be given the problematic variance 188 covariance matrix by calculating the likelihood with a series of better conditioned ones (by 189 decreasing the magnitude of off diagonal elements while increasing the magnitude of from the parents (all from one parent, 10% from one and 90% from the other, or equally 200 from both parents), (iv) the structure of hybridization, (v) the value of (0.1, 1, or 10), and 201 (vi) the value of ! (0, 10, or 100). For each replicate we simulated a bifurcating tree of 30 202 or 100 taxa using TreeSim (Stadler 2009 ), with a birth rate of 1, death rate of 0.5, sampling 203 frequency of 0.5, and tree height of 50. We then added 1, 5, or 10 species of hybrid ancestry 204 to the tree in one of two ways. The first was to attach those taxa randomly around the tree, 205 but forcing each to arise from its own hybridization event: that is, no hybrid species 206 subsequently speciated. The second was to have just one hybridization event on the tree, and 207 have this lead to the observed number of species of hybrid origin through speciation of the 208 original hybrid. Different simulations differed in the ratio of genes coming from the two 209 parents: it could be all from one parent (a flow of 0: this is equivalent to a tree model); 10% 210 from one parent and 90% from the other; or 50% from each parent. Other parameter values 211 fixed in the model were = 1, = 0.01, and SE = 0. All simulations were carried out by 212
the BMhyd package. After the runs were done, we looked at deviation (absolute value of the 213 difference between the observed and true parameter value, divided by the true parameter 214 value (if it is nonzero)). We regressed this for each parameter of interest against the values 215 Simulations are essential in examining a new method to verify that it is working well enough 228 in choosing models and estimating parameters. However, it can also be useful to run 229 empirical datasets, both to make new discoveries using a new method and to verify that a 230 method operates smoothly on real, messy data. Unfortunately, as the true model or parameter 231 estimates are not known from empirical data, information about accuracy may only come 232 from the simulations, but empirical results can show other problems. In this paper, we look 233 at hybridization in two examples: cichlid body size evolution, using a network from 234 on internal transcribed spacer region (ITS) and in situ hybridization. We followed the same 269 procedure as for the cichlid dataset in returning a chronogram, except that we did not use 270 Table 2 . We note that this number is a proportion, thus not quite meeting 277 the expectations of Brownian motion (unbounded traits); we log transformed it, but this is 278 still an imperfect fix. We used iPlant TNRS (Boyle et al. 2013 ) to convert the taxon names 279 from both datasets to the same taxonomy, and Geiger (Harmon et al. 2008 ) to prune the tree 280 and data to the same taxon set. Figure 2 
Model Selection and Parameter Estimation 293 294
We tried four different models for each empirical dataset. All fix the gene flow = 0.5 and 295 allow , ! , and SE to be optimized. They differ in the settings for mean change in the 296 hybrid and the hybrid variation at formation ! . Model 1 fixes at 1 but allows ! to 297 vary; Model 2 allows to vary but fixes ! at 0; model 3 fixes at 1 and ! at 0 and model 298 4 allows both to vary. We fit those models to both cichlid and tobacco datasets. 299 300
Adaptive confidence intervals sampling 301
Uncertainty in parameter estimates can be substantial. One way of estimating this can be 302 looking at the curvature of the surface at the maximum likelihood optimum, but this is 303 known to be problematic when the likelihood function is not regular (Pawitan 2013) . A 304 different approach, advanced by (Edwards 1992) is to look at a confidence region of all 305 points that generate a log likelihood within a certain range (often, set to be a delta of 2 log 306 likelihood units) of the maximum likelihood. One approach to calculate this would be to 307 vary each parameter on its own while holding the others constant. This is convenient and fast 308 to implement, but can result in artificially small confidence intervals. For example, if two 309 parameters a and b covary such that the likelihood is the same as long as = 0.7 , the 310 likelihood changing just a or just b would drop off very quickly, but there's a ridge 311 containing a wide array of a and b values that would not affect the likelihood. Thus, we 312 chose to examine varying all parameters at once, so that if there is a ridge or other structure 313 for the likelihood surface we do not overestimate our certainty. While there are many 314 algorithms to find the peak of a surface, there are fewer to find the entirety of a region two 315 log likelihood units below the peak. We thus developed a Monte Carlo method to estimate 316 this. We start by simulating points using a multivariate uniform centered on the maximum 317 likelihood estimates. The likelihood at each of these points is calculated. The algorithm 318 periodically checks to make sure half the points are within the region and half are outside. If 319 too many are within the cutoff of the peak likelihood, there is not good enough sampling of 320 the boundaries of the confidence region and the sampling width is increased; if there are too 321 many that have values too far from the optimal likelihood, the sampling width decreases. For 322 a given parameter value, we thus calculate the likelihood over a range of values for the other 323 parameters, giving a more realistic, less conservative confidence interval. Note, however, 324 that this merely examines uncertainty due to flatness of the likelihood surface: there can be 325 substantial additional sources of uncertainty from tree topology or branch length uncertainty, Overall we were not pleased with performance: looking at just the simulations with the best 341 chance for good results (flow rate of 0.5, 100 non-hybrid taxa, 10 hybrid taxa) there was often 342 quite poor correlation between the estimates of parameters ! and and the true values (SE, , 343 and ! performed far better, but they are not interesting parts of our model). Experimenting with 344
the results suggested that model averaging or just taking the parameter estimates from the best 345 model had about the same performance; using models where only varied performed better than 346 models where ! varied. We investigated this, and other elements of the simulation, by doing a 347 regression where we found importance and coefficients of parameters by dredging (using all 348
subsets of the global model, and using Akaike weights to calculate importance). This suggested 349 that choosing model-averaged or best model only parameter estimates did not matter much 350 (importance of 0.27) but using models with ! fixed was important for estimating ! 351 (importance of 1.00), less so for (importance of 0.27) [and important for the other three free 352 parameters], but the sign of the coefficient, negative for both ! and , suggested that limiting 353 models to those with ! fixed reduced error in both and, oddly, ! . Tree type was not 354 important. This surprised us: for ten hybrid taxa, having them the outcome of ten independent 355 hybrid events should give much more information about the hybridization process than ten 356 hybrids descended from one event in the past. However, inspecting the parameter estimates 357 coming from trees with each simulation scenario also suggested they performed very similarly. 358
Summaries later in the paper thus merge trees of both types. Flow and number of hybrid and 359 nonhybrid taxa were found to be important. 360
361
Model-averaged parameter estimates for the most relevant parameters and ! in simulations 362 are shown in Fig.3 ; following the information on importance, above, we grouped results 363 regardless of hybridization type, and only show results with equal flow from both parent species 364 (though results were similar with flow of 10% from one parent and 90% from the other, as well 365 as, oddly, flow from only one parent). The estimates for all parameters, using model averages 366
from the set of all models and from the set of models that had ! fixed at zero, are shown in 367 
Even for , however, there is cause for concern. Though the median estimates across simulations 378 were fairly close to the true values, the range across simulation replicates was still quite extreme. 379
For example, for 100 taxon trees with 10 hybrids, the "best case" scenario we examined, if was 380 truly 1.0, indicating no expected bias between the hybrid and the mean of its parents, estimates 381 of beta ranged from 0.13 to 5.14; that is, if we were looking at an organism whose parent species 382 were each 100g, and we used log(mass) as the trait undergoing Brownian motion, the expected 383 mass of the hybrid would be anywhere from 13g (=exp(log(100) + log(0.13)) to 514g according 384 to the estimates. Across the range of the 675 simulations that completed (some with 30 385 nonhybrid taxa and only one hybrid taxon), where the true value of was 1, the expected mass 386 of a hybrid of two 100g species based on the estimated could be anywhere from 0.00001 g to 387 10,707,208 g. 388
389
Assessing Model Identifiability through Jointly Estimating Parameters 390
The shape of the likelihood surface provides the ability to estimate parameter values: if the 391 surface is flat, there is little support for a parameter estimate. In some cases, like the trend 392 parameter for Brownian motion with a trend for coeval taxa, no amount of data is adequate to 393 estimate the parameter: this parameter is formally non-identifiable. There is also a softer 394 definition of identifiability: given a particular dataset, is there enough data to estimate a 395 parameter. We investigated both of these by creating contour maps of the likelihood surface for The best model for cichlids had no burst of variation at hybridization events nor a bias in hybrid 411 size (Table 1 ). In models where was allowed to vary, the confidence interval included 1, and 412 for ! , the confidence interval (and MLE in all models) included 0, again suggesting lack of 413 evidence for evolutionary speed ups or mean changes with hybridization. Measurement error was 414 estimated to be substantial; in fact, the model estimated no effective Brownian motion at all ( ! 415 estimates of 0) with all observed variance being due to just measurement error at the tips. For 416
Nicotiana, the best model (but only with 0.39 of the Akaike weight) had as a free parameter 417 and ! constrained to be 0. There is weak evidence from this model that beta is greater than one 418 (point estimate from best model is 1.97, but CI is 0.89 to 4.52; model averaged estimate is 1.49), 419 suggesting that hybrids have higher success rates as seedlings under drought conditions than do 420 their parents. There is again little evidence for increased variance at hybridization events. Given 421 the tree height and its ! rate, we expect variance at the tips to be 0.50; from measurement error, 422
there is an additional 0.37 variance (both in units of log((seedling survival) 2 )), suggesting 423 meaningful Brownian motion on the tree but still quite important measurement variance. This likelihood value is then plotted versus each of the parameters used in that set in a 442 different subplot as a gray or black dots. Dots in black represent the desired likelihood value 443 (taken as those no more than 2 log likelihood units away from the maximum) and the width 444 of the adaptive confidence intervals are measured by the left most and right model black dots. Our new approach allows analysis of trait data on a phylogenetic network. We can now use 451 comparative methods on general networks rather than just trees and it works well for estimating 452 general Brownian motion parameters such as evolutionary rate ! and root state . There are 453 also hybridization-specific parameters where it performs variably. The method can estimate 454 hybridization bias β, the consistent increase or decrease in trait value upon hybridization that 455 may lead to hybrid vigor or outbreeding depression, though with substantial uncertainty. It 456 performs surprisingly poorly for estimating a burst of variance associated with hybridization ! ; 457 we would recommend caution interpreting any estimates of ! . Unfortunately, this may be the 458 most biologically interesting question. 459
460
Our empirical results for the cichlid dataset do not provide great biological insights, other than 1) 461 the feasibility of running a model given a network and 2) quite extensive measurement 462 uncertainty in the body length measurements. This latter could reflect real measurement 463 uncertainty (fish have indeterminate growth (Dutta 1994)), so the notion of a true species mean 464 for this trait is problematic) but errors in the tree topology or branch lengths would tend to result 465 in this appearing as measurement error in this model, as well. Nicotiana also had substantial 466
